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Herein we state and prove various propositions about finite semigroups. 
Nearly all of these results were discovered during a seminar entitled “Finite 
Semigroups and Machines” [7] given by the author at the University of 
California at Berkeley, 1964-1965. In general, the proofs are applications 
of the methods introduced by Kenneth Krohn and the author [2, 3,4] or 
of standard semigroup theory, particularly the Green relations and the Rees 
theorem, as presented in [6] and [Z]. In Section 5, we use some techniques 
introduced by Paul Zeiger [S]. In Section 6 we require a lemma proved by 
Dennis Allen. 
We wish to thank Nancy Graham and Richard Mateosian for reading this 
paper in manuscript form, and to express our thanks to the many graduate 
students who helped to prepare the notes [7]. 
In the following, all semigroups are of finite order unless the contrary is 
explicitly stated. Undefined notation follows [I] or [4]. 
We say that a semigroup C is combinatorial iff each subgroup of C has 
order one. In Section 1 we give several characterizations of combinatorial 
semigroups. Proposition 1.1(f) is new and surprising; Proposition 1.1(d) 
is old and surprising. Proposition 1.2 proves that maximal combinatorial 
subsemigroups are self left (and right) idealizing. 
In Section 2 we state Green’s results which prove that $ = L?@ for torsion 
semigroups. In Section 3 we use this result to extend to arbitrary $-classes 
some standard theorems concerning the behavior of homomorphisms on 
regular y-classes. 
Proposition 4.1 proves that an element x of a semigroup S is nilpotent if 
every nontrivial irreducible complex character of 5’ vanishes at X. 
* This research was sponsored in part by the Office of Naval Research, Information 
Systems Branch, Contract number Nonr 4705(00) and by the United States Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research, Contract number AF-AFOSR-848-65 and AF 
49(638)-1550. 
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In [3] and [4] the important concept of complexity was introduced (see 
also Section 5 of this paper). LetF,(X,) denote the semigroup of all mappings 
on the set X,, = {l,..., n> under the multiplication (fag)(x) = g(f(x)). In 
Section 5 we prove that C(F,(X,)) = (2(n - I), G) when n > 2. 
Let 01 be any of the Green relations 9,9?‘, or Z on a semigroup S. Then 
4 : S -++ T is an (Y’ homomorphism iff +(si) = 4(sa) for regular elements 
s1 , ss , E S implies that siolsa . We say 4 is a y homomorphism iff 4 is 1: 1 when 
restricted to any subgroup of S. These concepts arise as follows: Let S, , S, 
be semigroups, Y: S, -+ EndoL(S,) a homomorphism, and S,X&‘, the 
corresponding semidirect product. Then the natural projection S.J& --++ 
S, is a y homomorphism if S, is combinatorial and an 9 homomorphism 
if S, is a group. 
In Section 6 we prove the following homomorphism theorem: Let 4 : S---T 
be an arbitrary homomorphism. Then 4 = +,&-i *** r~%i where #or , ds ,... 
are y-homomorphisms and 4s , $r ,... are &“-homomorphisms or oice versa. 
Further, in the regular case, every %“-homomorphism #, when restricted 
to a maximal subgroup of S, has a kernel, and this collection of normal 
subgroups determines # and is thus, in a very strong sense, a kernel for $. 
Thus for “half” of the homomorphisms of semigroups there is a respectable 
homomorphism theorem. The other half should be considered via the 
cohomology theory of semigroups. 
We also prove that any semigroup S has a minimal (in the functorial sense) 
y homomorphic image Sy. Equivalently, we prove that if S -++ S/Qk is a y 
homomorphism for R = 1,2, then the homomorphism S --++ S/Qk ++ 
S/(Qr v Qs) is a y homomorphism. Also, S has a functorially minimal 3” 
homomorphic image Sy. S j T implies SF 1 TY’ (see Notation 1.1). 
Finally, as an application of the above techniques and the main theorem 
of [4] we prove the following theorem. Let #(S) denote the complexity 
number of S. Let S be a union of groups, 4 : S - Tan arbitrary homo- 
morphism, so #(T) = K < n = #(S). Then there exist S, ,..., S, so that 
S-Sn-Sn--l--fr...~~Sk+lj”Sk = T--S,-,-G-~-S,=(I) 
with #(SJ = J’ for 1 <J’ < n. 
1. COMBINATORIAL SEMIGROUPS 
Notation 1 .I. Let A, B, C, and D denote finite non-empty sets and let 
C, S, T, and U denote semigroups. We say S divides T, denoted S 1 T iff 
S is a homomorphic image of a subsemigroup Tl C T. XA = {(a, ,..., a,) : 
uk E A for 1 < K < n} is the free (non-commutative) semigroup (without 
identity) with generators A. A machine is any function f : C A + B. We denote 
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by f” : CA -+ CB the extended machine such that f”(a, ,..., a,) = (f(a,), 
f(% , %),...,f(% ,*a*, a,)). If g : CC+ D is another machine, then f x g : 
C(A x C) -, B x D is given by (f x g)((al , cl),..., (a, , 4) = (f(al ,...,a,), 
&l ,*-*9 c,)). For S a semigroup, the machine of S, Sf : C S + S is defined 
by Sf(s, ,..., s,) = ny-, si . AC (respectively AZ) is the semigroup with 
elements A and multiplication ub = b (respectively ub = a) for all a, b E A. 
us = {a, b)‘l. 
Let S be a semigroup then (S’~O)~ : ES -+ CS is the extended machine 
SfaSfa, and (Sf”)n denotes SfU(Sfu)n--l for 71 > 3. 
F(A, B) denotes the collection of all mappings of A into B, and F(A, S) 
denotes the semigroup of all mappings of A into S under pointwise multi- 
plication. 
Let Y : S, -+ Endo be a homomorphism. Denote (Y(s,))(s,) by 81(sz) so 
slsl’(s2) = “+(sz>). Th e semidirect product S,X,S, is the semigroup with 
elements S, x S, and multiplication (sa , si) * (sz’ , si’) = (sa81(sa’), slsl’). 
The wreath product S, w S, is the semigroup F(S,l, Sal)Xy S,l where 
(“l(f))(sl’) =f(si’si). Let Uil) = Us , Up) = Up-l) w U, . (Note the order 
in which the product is formed, since (S, w S,) w S, is not isomorphic with 
S, w (S, w S,) under the above definition of w.) 
Let T be a subset of S. Then lu,( T) = {s E S : Ts C T), LIs(T) = 
(s E S : ST C T}, and Is(T) = Iu,( T) n Lls( T). 
Let S be the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity iff S 
has no identity. Let rA = F({1,2,3,...}, A) and let X E 45’1.Then Px : CS -+ 
2s is defined by Px(sl ,..., s,) = (xlsl , xgz ,..., xns,Jr where X = (x1 , xa ,... ). 
F,(A) is the set F(A, A) with multiplication (f * g)(u) = f(g(u)). F,(A) 
is the reverse semigroup of F,(A), i.e., the semigroup with elements F(A, A) 
and multiplication (f * g)(u) = g(f(u)). 
Let t E (CA)‘. Then L, : (CA)l ---f (CA)1 is given by L,(r) = tr. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) If G is a subgroup of S, then G s (1). 
(b) There exists a positive integer r = r(S) such that s’ = s’+~ for all 
k >, 1 and all s E S. 
(c) Each %-class of S consists of exactly one element. 
(d) There exists a positive integer 11 = n(S) such that 
SI uy 
(e) There exists a positive integer m = m(S) such that 
(pop = (pup+1 
U-1) 
(1.2) 
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(f) There exists a positive integer p = g(S) such that for all X E 17s’ 
(P$P)@ = (P*Sfq@+l (1.3) 
and 
(sfuP,)q = ( PPx)@+l . (1.4) 
We say that S is combinatorial iff it satisfies the above. The class of com- 
binatorial semigroups is closed under the operations of division, finite direct 
products, Xy , and w. Thus we have the following: 
Principle of Induction for Combinatorial Semigroups. 
Let B be any property of finite semigroups such that 
(1) Udn, satisfies 9. 
(2) B is closed under division. 
Then every combinatorial semigroup satisfies 8. 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Clearly (a) and (b) are equivalent. (c) implies 
(a), since any two elements of a subgroup of S are x-equivalent. Conversely, 
if H is an H-class of S with 1 H j > 2, it is well known ([Z], Section 2.4) 
that 4 : RI,(H) -F,(H) with 4(s)(h) = hs is a homomorphism with image 
a group G of order 1 H /. Now let T be a subsemigroup of RI,(H) minimal 
with respect to the property that 4(T) = G. Then T is a subgroup of S, 
and 1 T 1 3 ( G 1 = 1 H 1 > 2. Thus (a) and (c) are equivalent. 
The equivalence of (a) and (d) and the closure properties of semigroups 
satisfying (a) is proved in [2] (see also [3]). The principle of induction stated 
above now follows from (d). Clearly (f) implies (e) by taking for X the 
sequence (1, 1, l,...). It is easy to see that no nontrivial group S satisfies (e). 
Thus (e) implies (a), so it is sufficient to show that (a) implies (f). For this 
we use the above principle of induction for combinatorial semigroups. 
It is easy to verify that the class of semigroups satisfying (f) is closed 
under division and finite direct products. Thus, we need only show that 
Up) satisfies (f) for n = 1,2,... . Since (v)n = (xy)n+l implies (yx)n+l = 
y(xy)“x = y(xy)n+kc = (yx)“+2, it is sufficient to show that Up) satisfies 
(1.3). 
It is trivial to verify that (P,&r) = (PxU~)2 for all X E .rrUs . 
Now assume there exists qn so that (1.3) holds for S = Uin) (hence also 
for S = F(U, , Up).“‘> r lJinj x Uinj x Ud”)). Let lk denote the identity 
of Ujk), and write 1 for I,. Let Cl denote the constant function always 
taking the value 1, and let F = F( U, , Up)). Now Uc+l) = F( U, , Up)) 
Xy7J, . Let XE rUc+l) with X = ((gr, b,) ,..., (gg, b,) ,.., ), b, E U,, g, : U, + 
lJin), for k > 1. Let YE CUp+l) with Y = ((fi , a,) ,..., (fk 1 IIk))* Let 
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0 = pr(Up+lJfu). Let r be the largest non-negative integer such that 
a,-, are all equal to 1. Let w >, 1. Let 02qn+l(Y) = 
~&~~;~~~~, il:ii:‘i), (h,, c,) ,..., (h,, ck)). Then c, ,..., C~E{U, b}, so xc1 = cr 
and “““cf) = “l(f) for ~EF( U, , Up)), x E Us , and t < I < K. Further, 
g& = h, , g&h, = h, ,..., g,-,h, .** h,-, = h,-, , and g$+(h, *** h7)) = k, , 
i.e., @129n+2(y’) = @Sn+l ( y’ ), where Y’ = ((fi , a,) ,..., (1,. , a,)). To see this, 
let @n(Y) = ((hi’, 1) ,..., (hi-, , l), (h,‘, c,) ,..., (h;, c,)). Then by a com- 
putation using the induction assumption for F, g& = h,’ = h, ,..., g,h,’ se- 
hi-, = I$-, = h,-, , and 
h, = g, [b+h *** hr-1g7))*qqh1 *** h7-lh,‘)) 
= g, [(“Q, *-* gr))qn+l] (b,(h, *** h&h;)), 
i.e., @**+2( Y’) = 02gnf1( Y’). 
It now follows by direct computation that Oa*n+~+~ = 
Px,(F( U, , Up))f x U,f)“(Px2(F( U3 , Up)), x U3f,,,,2qn+1( Y), (1.5) 
where fi : C(F(U, , Up’) x U,) + F( U, , Up)) x U, , and X2, Xa E 
@(us , UP) x us) are defined as follows: fi((kl , d&..., (A,, d,)) = 
(dg-l(Kz), d,) if I > 2, dz # 1, and (CIn , dz) otherwise. X2 = ((jI , 1) ,..., 
(jr, l), (%+lC~b~+l(hl *** 44, l),..., (Ck-l(gk)e*-lbn(h *a* h,), I), (jk+l, l),..., 
(jmI 1) ,...I and X3 = ((4, l),..., (4, I), (gr+lbr+l(hl ---h,), 1) ,..., 
(gkb”(hl -a. h,), 11, (6+1, l),...hi, l),...), 
where Cl, = jl = j2 = -a* = j, = 0.. = jk+l = a-. = j, = -a*. 
Let -9,r% = (Px2(F( U, , Up))f x UJf)>“). Then by the induction assumption, 
92* = Z?p+i for all X2 . Thus (1.5) implies that (1.3) holds for S = Up+11 
with q = ‘qn+, = 39, + 2. Thus (a) implies (f) and Proposition 1.1 is 
proved. 
Xl 3% = a11 XlV2 = a12 
. . . 
x2 G‘%~l = a21 ~zxl%wl&J = aa2 
. . . 
x3 s 
01 4 
FIGURE 1.1 
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Remark 1.1. A way to visualize S1fD is by the “Pascal Array” of the 
multiplication table of 9. Let X, = (sl ,..., s, ,...) E rS1 and Xs = (x1 ,..., 
x, ,...) E&V. Then consider Figure 1.1. Let fh = (Srf&), where Lyk 
(Sl , s2 I**-, s,) = (Xk 7 Sl , s2 ,--*, s,). Then ajlc= fjfi-r ..*jiO(sl ,..., Q. Proposr- 
tion 1.1 (e) asserts that S is a combinatorial semigroup iff when x1 = xs = 
. ..= x - . ..= 1 in Fig. I .I., there exists a positive integer m = m(S) 
such thitfor all X, E r&l, the m, m + I, m + 2 ,... rows are identical. 
We have the following “duality.” Transposition in Fig. 1.1 about the line 
all , a22 ,..., I.e., the transformation taking aij to aji , may be effected by 
interchanging X2 and XI and replacing S by r(a), the reverse semigroup 
of S. The dual result of Proposition 1.1 .(e) is 
(e’) S is a combinatorial semigroup iff there exists a positive integer 
m = m(S) such that for any x1 ,..., xj E S, if 
6, = (SfLL,,)(SfLz,J’ ++- (SfL,$(kl) 
where (kl) is the k-long sequence of l’s, (l,..., l), then k, = b,,, = .a* . 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let C be a maximal combinatorial subsemigroup 
of S, i.e., C C T C S with T a combinatorial subsemigroup of S implies 
T = C. Then Is(C) = RI,(C) = LZ,(C) = C. 
Proof. It suffices by duality to prove LZ,(C) = C. Suppose not. Let T 
be a subsemigroup of S minimal with respect to the property that CC T C 
LZ,(C). Then T is noncombinatorial, and C is a maximal subsemigroup of T 
which is also a combinatorial left ideal of T. Let J be a /-class of T minimal 
(in the order Jr < Js iff TIJIT1 C T1J2T1) with respect to not being contained 
in C. Clearly J exists, and C u J is a subsemigroup, so C u J = T, since 
C is a maximal subsemigroup of T. It follows that J contains a non-trivial 
subgroup of T and is thus a regular $-class. Now since C is a left ideal of T, 
if C n J # 4, then C contains an 9-class of J, hence (by Rees Theorem) 
C contains a nontrivial subgroup of T, which is impossible, since C is com- 
binatorial. Thus J n C = 4. Let L be an Z-class of T contained in J. Now 
by the definition of J and from Proposition 2.2(b) of this paper, we see that 
C u L is a subsemigroup of T, hence equals T. Thus, J = L is a left simple 
subsemigroup of T (by Rees Theorem), so LC n L = 4 (since C is a left 
ideal and L n C = 4) which implies that CL n L = 4, since for II , l2 EL, 
c E C, if cls EL, then Z,(cZ,) = (ZIc)lz , and l,(cQ E L2 C_ L, while Z,c E C so 
Sl,cS = SLS and (Z,c) EL by the definition of J = L, since L n C = 4, 
a contradiction. Now let e EL be idempotent. Then C u (e} is a subsemigroup 
of T, hence equals T, so T is combinatorial, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
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2. # = 9 FOR TORSION SEMIGROUPS 
The following results are proved by Green in [9]. We state them here 
for the convenience of the reader. 
In this section only, T denotes a torsion semigroup, i.e., every TV T generates 
a finite cyclic subsemigroup of T. Clearly, a semigroup is a torsion semigroup 
iff some power of each element is idempotent. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (Green) Let T be a torsion semigroup. Then J$ = 9, 
i.e., for a, 6 E T, T1aT1 = T1bT1 iff Tla n bT1 # $. 
Proof. Clearly T1a n bT’ # 4 implies TlaT’ = TlbTl. Conversely, 
suppose T1aT1 = T1bT1. Then for some xl , x2, yr , ya E: Tl, 
xlay, = b and x&y2 = a. 
Thus xglayly, = a, and we obtain inductively 
(2-l) 
hGWw2)~ = a n Z 1. (2.4 
Since T is a torsion semigroup, there exists an integer m such that e, = (x&m 
and es = (ylyJm are idempotents. Thus by (2.2) e,ae, = a, so a = e,a = 
((xgrl)m-lxa)xla, and a = ae, = ay,(y2(y,y2)m-l). Thus 
T1xla = Tla and aT1 = aylT1. (2.3) 
From (2.1) and (2.3) we conclude that bT1 = xlay,T1 = xlaT1, which 
together with the first equation of (2.3) says that x,a e Tla n bT1. This 
completes the proof. 
We note that from Eq. (2.1) we can conclude that all of a, ay, , xla, 6, 
6y2% and x26 are g-equivalent since (2.3) and the corresponding equations 
for b imply that they are $-equivalent. Further, (2.3) implies xla3’a, x&.Yb, 
ay@a, and by&b. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (Green) Let T be a torsion semigroup. 
(a) Let a, b E T and suppose there exist x1 , x2, yi ,ye E T1 such that 
(2.1) holds. Then a, ay, xla, 6, by, , and xab are all g-equivalent, and x,aYa, 
x&36, ay,Wa, and by&b. 
(b) Let h, x E T1. Then h/hx iff !&?hx, and hfxtr iff h3’xh. 
Remark 2.1. (a) (G reen) Using Proposition 2.1, it is possible to give a 
rather elementary proof of the Rees structure theorem for O-simple torsion 
semigroups (see Section 3.2 of [I]). 
(b) Let S be a finite semigroup and let I be a O-minimal ideal. Let 5 be 
the equivalence relation on S with s, = s, iff s, = s2 E S - I or s, , s, EI 
4W4/3-11 
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and s,*s, . Then Proposition 2.2(b) implies that I - (0} is a &class of S 
and 3 is a congruence on S. If + : S --f S/s is the natural homomorphism, 
then +(I) is a O-minimal ideal of S/=and each &‘-class of S/s contained 
in #J(I) contains exactly one element. 
3. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF HOMOMORPHISMS 
If R is an equivalence relation on the set A, then R, will denote the equi- 
valence class containing a E A. In this section we will use the ordering < 
on the relations $, 9, and 9 defined by #a < jb (respectively 8, < 6pb) 
(respectively W, < 93,) iff SaS C S%S (respectively Sa C Sib) (respectiv- 
ely a9 C bS1). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let S be a semigroup, and let a and b be regular 
elements of S. Then $a < jb (respectively 9, < Yob) (respectively 
W, < 9,) iff there are idempotents a, in ja (respectively 9,J (respectively 
W,) and 6, in yb (respectively 3’J (respectively .9&J such that a,b, = a, = 
b,a, (respectively a,b, = a,) (respectively b,a, = al). 
The following argument in its final form was given by Roger Renne. 
Proof. Suppose 3, < 9, , i.e., Sa C Fb. Since a and b are regular, 
there are elements x and y in S such that a = axa and b = byb. Set a, = xa 
and b, = yb. Then aI2 = a, and b12 = b, . Also, aI E Sal = Sa C 6b = 
Sib, , so that there exists x E S such that a, = xb, and thus a,b, = a, since 
b12 = b, . 
When 9?)a < &$ the corresponding assertion is established dually. 
If $a < fb with a = axa and b = byb, we set b, = yb and a2 = xa. 
Then u22 = a2 and b12 = b, . Also, a2 E S1a2S1 = S1aS1 C S1bS1 = S1b,S1. 
Thus a2 = sIbIs for some sr , s2 E S1 . Now set a, = b,spglb, . Then ai2 = 
alal = b,s,a,(s,b,b,s,)ag,b, = b,sgz.gzzags,b, = b,sggs,b, = a,. So a, is idem- 
potent. Also, SaS = Sla,S because Sa,S C Sa,S = SaS, and a2 = 
agzap, = ~l(b,s.gza&b,)s, = slag2 E S1a,S1. Finally, a,bl = a, = b,a, . 
‘This establishes the “only if” part of the assertions. The converse is 
trivial. 
The following construction is standard. 
Since $ = .9 for finite semigroups, we can introduce a coordinate system 
in every fl-class as follows. Let J be a %-class of S, and let H C J be an 
.%‘-class of S. Let ML :LI,(H) +F,(H) be the homomorphism given by 
(M,(x))(h) = xh. Let M,(LI,(H)) = S, CF,(H). Then it is well known 
(see Section 2.4 of [I]) that S, is a group and that there is a 1: 1 correspondence 
s t) s# between S’, and H such that for sr , s2 E S, , s1(s2#) = (s1s2)#. Dually, 
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we speak of MR : RI,(H) + F,(H) with image S, and the correspondence 
t-r* between S, and H with (y2*)ll = (rzyl)*. We remark that we can 
choose the above correspondence so that 1 * = 1 #. Further, the actions of 
S, and of Se on H commute. Occasionally, for s E SL , we write sh for any 
element of LI,(H) f or which ML(f) = s and s” for any element of RZs(H) 
for which MR(sy) = s. Also, st) s’ denotes the anti-isomorphism between 
S, and S, for which s(1 #) = (1 *)s’. 
Next, let HI, = H, and let {H,, ,..., HI,} and {H,, ,..., Hml} be the sets 
of #-classes respectively 9- and g-equivalent with H,, in S. Let 1 = 
yl ,..., I, and 1 = li ,..., 1, be chosen in S so that H,,Y, = HI, and ljHI, = 
Hj, . Choose l# = l* = h,, E H,, . Then S&i, = HII, since SL acts by 
its left regular representation, and for h E H,, , the representation h = s&r1 , 
s, E S, , is unique. Thus, since $ = 9, every element of J has a unique 
expression of the form ljshllr, , so that Zjshllr,t+ (j, s, K) is a well defined 
1 :l mapping of J onto (l,..., n} x SL x {I ,..., m}. Any such mapping is a 
coordinate map for J. The coordinate maps are extended to Jo by sending 
zero into a zero added to the range. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 4 : S, - S, be an epimorphism and ol(S,) any 
of the relations 9,9, $, or &? on S, , k = 1,2. Then 
(4 vWsl’ implies 9KM&Mtsl’). 
(b) Let Jz be a $-class of S, . Then $-l( Jz) is a union of $-classes of S, . 
Let J1 be a minimal (in the order <) $-class of S, contained in +-‘( /a). 
Then $( Jl) = J2, and 4 induces a homomorphism +‘: Jlo + Jzo. Further, 
each %-class (respectively P-class) of S, contained in Jl maps under 4 
onto an @-class (respectively P-class) of S, contained in Jz . Each 9%class 
(respectively Z-class) of S, contained in Jz is obtained in this manner. 
However, an Z-class of S, contained in J1 need not map under 4 onto an 
#-class of S, if Jz is not regular (see Example 3.1). 
(c) There exist coordinate maps C, for J1 and C, for Jz such that (G = 
C,$‘C,-l : (A, x G, x B,)O- (A, x G, x B,)O is given by I/I(O) = 0, 
#(a, , gl , h) = (ala,), ~(a&(gJ~(~J, B(h)) where w : 6 + G2 is a home- 
morphism (not necessarily onto) and a : A, -++ A,, /I : B, - B,, h : A, -+ G,, 
and 6 : B, + G, are functions (but the range of h and 6 need not be contained 
in w(G,)). Further, we can assume that 1 E (A, n B,) n (A, n B,), a(1) = 1, 
/3(l) = 1,X(l) = l,and6(1) =l.Also,foreacha,~A,, X(&(a2))u(GI) = G,, 
and for each b, E B, , w(G,)G(p-l(Q) = G, . In fact, let H be an Z-class of 
S, contained in Jz . Then for each W-class R (respectively dp-class L) of S, 
contained in Jl such that X = R n $-l(H) # 4 (respectively X = 
L n 4--l(H) # 4) we have +(X) = H. 
(d) Jl is regular iff Jz is regular. When Jz is regular +-‘(J2) contains a 
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unique <-minimal fl-class, denoted by $-l(Ja)‘, such that 4-l(/s)’ is 
regular and +(+-i(Ja)‘) = /a. In this case, as is well known, 4’ : $-l(Js)‘o -+* Js” 
carries each .#‘-class of $-l(/r)’ onto an X-class of /a”, so in (c), the choices 
can be made so that w(G,) = G,. 
Proof. The proof of (a) is trivial, and (a) implies that $-l(js) is a union 
of $(&)-classes, proving the first assertion of (b). Now if ji is as in the 
statement of (b), then (5(Si1J1Si1) = I is an ideal of S, which meets, hence 
contains Jz . Further, Ii = S,l JISll - J1 is an ideal of S, , and4(1,) n Jz = cj 
by the minimality of Jl . Thus +( Jl) = Jz . Now if R is an W-class of S, 
contained in J1 , then R is a <-minimal 95class of #J-‘( J2) by minimality 
of J1 and since, by Proposition 2.2(b), no two distinct 9?-classes of a y-class 
are comparable. Thus, by an argument similar to the above 4(R) is an 96class 
of S, contained in Jz . The dual argument proves the corresponding fact 
about 9-classes. (b) now follows. 
Let C, : J1 --j A, x Gi x B, be a coordinate map given by C,(l$z,,r,) = 
(lj, s, rk), and let C’s : J2 + A, x G, x B, be a coordinate map where 
C~(XJ e,, yb) = (a, t, b), and e,, = 4(/z,,). Let a : A, - A, and/3 : B, ++ B, 
be defined by+(lj)Wx,,j, and $(rk)9y~ck, . Let ;\ : A, -+ G, and 6 : A, + G, 
be defined by ~(&J = xolci,h(j)e,, and $(hllrk) = G(k)e,ly,so,. Let w : Gi + 
G, be the homomorphism defined by +(sh,,) = w(s)eii . Then +(Zjsh,,r,) = 
WiM(s~llM(~k) = 9%)(4+GkJ 
= (~(rj>w(s)^)(~(~>elly,(~~) 
= 9(4)(ellS(K)‘w(s)‘lygck, 
= (~~~~~~o’>ell>(~(~>‘v~(~)‘“ly~~~~ 
= %,d(~O) ( PwhlY~cd * ‘WS 
Thus, # has the form required in (c), and u(l) = ,8( 1) = 1, and h(l) = 
S(1) = 1. 
Now assume H, L, X are as in the statement of (c). If h’ E H and h” E 4(X), 
then h’ = s/z” = ~9”. Let T E S, such that 4(r) = sh, and let h E X _C J1 
such that 4(h) = h”. Then +(rh) = s%” = h’ E H C J2. However, by the 
minimal property of J1 we have rh E J1 and thus rh#h. Thus by Proposition 
2.2(b) ~kS?h. But #(rh) = h’ E H so rh E X. Thus b(X) = H. Now all the 
assertions of (c) follow easily. 
We now prove (d). A f-class J is regular iff Jc J2 (by Rees Theorem) 
and not regular iff Ja n J is empty, Thus _I, is regular iff J2 is regular since 
from (b)#( J1) = Jz . Now suppose J2 is regular and Ji , Ji’ are two distinct 
<-minimal f-classes of S, contained in d-1( Jz). Then by(b) J2 = +( Jl) = 
4th’). But Jz C JsJz = NJMJI’) = ~(JIJI’). Aso JIJI’ n 4--‘(Ja) = 4 
since Jl , J1’ are two distinct minimal #-classes of #-I( Ja). Thus Ja C 4( Jl J1’) 
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and Js n $&Jr’) = +. This is a contradiction. Thus #-l(]s) contains a 
unique <-minimal ~-class, #-l(JJ’. 
If Js is regular, then Jz contains some idempotent. Thus e2 = e E H with 
H an A?-class of S, contained in J2 . Thus by Green’s relations (Section 2.1 
of [I]) H is a group. Now (+-l(H) n +-l(J2)‘)0 = T is a subsemigroup of 
Jr”. Let G be a subsemigroup of T of smallest order such that 4’(G) = H. 
Then G is a group. Let H’ be the &‘-class of J1 containing G. Then +‘(H’) = 
H, so s-classes map onto &‘-classes under 4’ by (c). 
This proves Proposition 3.2. 
Remark 3.Z. (a) Let + : S, --tp S, . Then from the previous proof we 
obtain the following result. Let J1 be a /-class of S, and let J2 be the /-class 
of S, such that +(h) C J2. Then there exist coordinate maps C, for J* , 
K = 1,2, such that + = C,+C;-l: A, x G1 x B, -+ A, x G, x B, is given 
by #(al , gl , h) = (44, ~W4gl)Vl), B(h)), where a : 4 -+ A,, B : Bl + 
B,, h:A,+G,, S:A, -+ G, are functions and w : G1 --f G, is a homomor- 
phism. 
(b) Let S be a regular semigroup, and let Q be a congruence on S. Then 
or(S) v Q = Q * or(S) * Q = (Y(S/Q), where o(S/Q) is regarded as a partition 
on S, 01 denotes any of 6, 9, 9, or X, * is composition, and v is the join 
operation of the lattice of equivalence relations on S. 
Example 3.1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup, g1 ,.,., R, a set of re- 
presentatives for the cosets {gH : g E G}, and y1 ,..., % a set of representatives 
for {Hg : g E G}. Let A and B be finite sets. Let R denote the set (0) u (A x 
6% ,-*-, z,} x H x {j$ ,..., %} x B) and let V denote the set (A x G x B) u 
(0). Let T denote the group SYIM,(A) x G x SYM,(B). Let S, be the 
semigroup with elements T u R (disjoint union) where T is a subgroup, 
R is a null subsemigroup, 0 is the zero of Sr , and for v1 , g,fJ E T, (a, Rk , 
h, yi , b) E R - (0}, we have 
(ji , g, ja> ’ (4 *k > h, % b) = (fi@), *k’ , h’h, fj , b) 
and 
( a, fk , h, 95 , b) ’ (ji , g, j2) = (% 3ik , hh*, jf’ , j2(4)1 
where h’, A*, *kt , 9, , are defined by g*K = %,,h’ and jj$g = h*y*q . Let S, 
be the semigroup with elements T u V (disjoint union) where T is a sub- 
group, I’ is a null subsemigroup, 0 is the zero of S, , and if ( ji , g, js) E T and 
(a, g’, b) E V - (0) then 
and 
(6 A!, b) - (fl 3 gJ2) = (4 g’gtf2W 
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Two elements of R (respectively V) are &?-equivalent in S, (respectively 
S,) iff all but their center, i.e., H (respectively G) coordinates agree. Let 
+ : S, ++ S, be defined as follows: + is the identity on T, while +(O) = 0 
and 4(a, &, h,yj, b) = (a, &$z~~, b). Then 4 is an epimorphism, but 4 
carries each Z-class of S, onto an %-class of S, iff H = G. 
4. NILPOTENT ELEMENTS AND IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
Let C denote the complex numbers, and if M is a square matrix, let 
tr(M) denote its trace. The ideas of this section are related to those of Munn 
([I], Theorem 5.33). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let S be a semigroup with zero. Then 
(a) For each idempotent 0 # e E S, there exists an irreducible complex 
character x of S such that x(e) = 1 and x(O) = 0. 
(b) Let x E S. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
xn = 0 for some n>l (4-l) 
x an irreducible complex character of S and x(O) = 0 implies x(x) = 0. 
(4.2) 
Proof. Let e E S, 0 # e = e2. Let J be the non-zero regular $-class 
of S containing e. Consider the standard (Schtitzenberger) representation 
of S by row-monomial matrices acting on the right of / (see Chapter 3 of [I]) 
which gives a homomorphism 4 of S into the semigroup of row-monomial 
matrices over Go where G is a maximal subgroup of 1. Let 1/ be the homo- 
morphism of S into n x n complex matrices with $(s)~~ = #(s)ij , where 
xij = 0 if xii = 0 and xi, = 1 if xij E G. Then it is trivial to verify that 
#(e) has rank one. Since e2 = e, we have (#(e))” = t/(e), so that #(b(e) is similar 
to the n x n complex matrix M with Ml, = 1 and Mij = 0 for (i, j) # (1, 1). 
Thus tr(#(e)) = 1. Let x be the character of I/. Then x(e) = 1 and x(O) = 0. 
Let I,& ,..., & be the irreducible constituents of # (the diagonal components 
when $J is trianglized), and let x1 ,..., xk be the corresponding irreducible 
characters. Then x = x1 + +.* + xk: . Since e2 = e, #j(e) is idempotent, 
so xi(e) = rank of &(e). Thus, each xj( ) e is a non-negative integer, and 
x,(e) + **a + xk(e) = 1, so (by reordering if necessary) xl(e) = 1, x2(e) = 
. . . = xk(e) = 0. Now xj is irreducible, so either x,(O) = 0 or xj(s) = 1 
for all s E S. But 0 = x(O) = x1(O) + .** + xk(0), so x,(O) = .*. = x*(O) = 0. 
Thus, xl(e) = 1 and x1(O) = 0, so (u) is proved. 
We next show that (4.1) implies (4.2). Let x be an irreducible character 
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with x(O) = 0. If 4 is the corresponding irreducible representation, then 
d(O) = 0, the zero matrix, and (4(x))* = $(xn) = 4(O) = 0, so 4(x) is 
nilpotent. Thus, as is well-known, x(x) = tr($(x)) = 0. 
Finally we show that (4.2) implies (4.1). Let x E S and suppose (4.1) does 
not hold for x. Thus for some 12, xn = e = e2 # 0. By (a), we can choose 
an irreducible character x such that x(e) = 1 and x(0) = 0. Let 4 be the 
corresponding irreducible representation. Let 4(x) = M and by Fitting’s 
lemma write M’ = A @ N, the direct sum of an invertible matrix A and 
a nilpotent matrix N, where M’ is similar to M, so that x(x) = tr(M’). Then 
x(e) = x(x”) = tr((+(x))*) = tr(A” ON”). But d(e) is an idempotent 
matrix, so An and N” are idempotents, and thus Nn = 0. Hence 1 = 
x(e) = tr(M”) = rank of A” = rank of A, so A = (w), a 1 x 1 matrix, 
where mn = 1. Thus x(x) = w + tr(N) = w # 0, so (4.2) does not hold 
for x. 
This proves Proposition 4.1. 
Let x be an irreducible complex character of S for which x(O) = 0 and 
x(S) # (0). Then apex (x) is the unique <-minimal %-class of S in {/ : J 
is a #-class of S and x(J) # {O}}. (See Section 5.3 of [l], i.e., use the technique 
of Section 3 of this paper). Apex (x) is regular. 
We say x E S is eventually in the f-class J iff there exists an integer n 
such that x~+~ E J for K = 0, l,... . Clearly, every x E S is eventually in a 
unique $-class J of S, and J is regular. In fact J is the regular $-class of S 
containing the unique idempotent among the powers of x. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let 0 # x E S. Then x is eventually in J iff J is the 
unique <-maximal f-class of S in (Apex (x) : x is an irreducible complex 
character of S, x(x) # 0, and x(O) = O}. 
Proof. If I is an ideal of S, then Proposition 4.1 applied to S/I implies 
x:k EI for some K iff all irreducible characters x of S with x(O) = 0, x(S) # 
(0}, and apex disjoint from I, vanish at x. Now the corollary follows easily 
by letting I = F(s) = {J’ : J ’ is a $-class of S and $a $8’ is false} and 
letting s vary over S. 
5. COMPLEXITY OF FR(X,,) 
Let X, = {l,..., n} n 2 2. Then FR(X,J denotes the semigroup of all 
mappings of X, into X, under the multiplication (f *g)(x) = g(f(x)). 
The complexity of a semigroup was first defined in [3] and [q. We first 
give an equivalent definition of complexity. 
Notation 5.1. The 4-tuple 7 = (x, X, S, 4) denotes a transformation 
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semigroup, where X is a finite non-empty set, x E X, 4 : S -FR(X) is a 
homomorphism, and X = {#(s)(x) : s E S} u {x} = {xs : s E S} u {x} = sS u 
{x> = xS. We say 9 is faithful if + is 1: 1. F(7) = (x, X, S/E, $) where E 
is the congruence induced on S by+ and #([s]) = d(s). F(y) is clearly faithful. 
We write (y, Y, T, $) C (x, X, S, 4) iff T is a subsemigroup of S, Y C X, 
y = x, and I/ is 4 restricted to T. We write 
(Y, Y, T, #) - (x> -T S, 4) 
iff there exists 0 : X --tc Y with O(x) = y and a homomorphism a : S++ T 
such that e(zs) = O(z)a(s) for z E X, s E S. rr N ys iff rr l - .K. and 
&-TX. 
We write yI = (y, Y, T, #) ]I (x,X, S, 4) = rs iB there exists (AZ, 2, 
U, /3) = .Ks such that 
We write & 1.97s read rr divides rs iff F( .9J 1 F( 9J. 
We write (x, X, S) for (x, X, S, 4) when S is a subsemigroup of Fs(X) and 
4 is the inclusion map. 
Let flk = (x, , X, , S,) be given for k = 1,2 ,..., n. Then the wreath 
product 9s 1 yI = ((x, , xr), Xs x XI, S, w S,) where S, w S, = 
Wf2 9 fi) a4& x Xl) :f1 E s, and fa : XI -+ S,} and w(fs , fi) is defined 
by w(fa ,fi)(r2 , YJ = dfi(rJ(rJ, fiW for (ya 9 YJ E -5 x XI . G I 
9’Zs I. .7J N rs 1 .Q 1 rr , so rfi 1 a** 1 yr is well-defined (up to -). 
Let (x, X, S) be given. We are interested in solutions of 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let fl = (x, X, S) be given. Then #(.Q, the complexity 
number of 3, is the smallest positive integer rz such that Eq. (5.1) holds where 
either 
(4 SIP S, , S5 ,... are groups and S, , S, , S, ,... combinatorial semigroups 
or 
(b) S, , S, 9 S, 9-e. are combinatorial semigroups and S, , S, , S’s ,... are 
groups. 
Notation 5.2. We define C(r) = (a, G) iff (u) holds for n = #(.7) 
but (b) never holds with n = #(y). Similarly, C(.%‘) = (n, C) iff (b) can 
hold with n = #(9-), b u t ( ) a cannot. Finally, C(s) = (n, C v G) 8 either 
(a) or (b) can hold with tl = #(y). That C(y) is well defined follows easily 
from Corollary 3.2 (a) of [2]. 
The set of all complexities, V = { I,2 ,...) x {C, G, C v G}. Let # : Q -+ 
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{1,2,...} with #(n, u) = n. Then #(.F) = #(C(Y)). 9 is partially ordered 
by <, where C, < Cs iff 
(a) C, = C, or 
P) #(Cd < #W or 
(c) #(Cl) = #(C,) = n and C, = (n, C v G). 
Then (U, <) is a lattice with minimal element (1, C v G). 
Let S denote the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity I 
regardless of whether or not S already has an identity. Let W(S) = (1, S’,R(S)) 
where R : S +FR(S1) with (R(s))(d) = s’s. Clearly R is a 1: 1 homomorphism. 
DEFINITION 5.2. If S is a semigroup, C(S) = C@(S)). 
We next show that C((x, X, S)) depends only on S. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (a) C(x, X, S) = C(S). 
(b) if C,(S) denotes the complexity of S as defined in [4], then C(S) = 
C,(S)- 
Before giving the proof, we recall an equivalent definition of C,(S) phrased 
in our present terminology (see Section 1 of [JJ). Consider the equation 
W(S) “divides” W(S,) 1 -a- 1 W(S,) (5.2) 
where “divides” here means that the relation “ 1 ” of Notation 1.1 holds 
between the abstract semigroups defined by each side. (5.2) does not mean 
division in the sense of Notation 5.1. Now C,(S) is defined by replacing 
(5.1) by (5.2) in Definition 5.1. 
We now prove Proposition 5.1. 
We first observe that (x, X, S) l t W(S) with 0 : S+* Xgiven by 8(s) = 
xs (x1= x), and a : S- S the identity map. Thus C(x, X, S) < C(S). 
By a similar technique it is easy to verify that (5.1) implies (5.2). Thus 
C,(S) Q C(x, X, S), so C,,(S) < C(x, X, S) < C(S), and it is sufficient to 
prove 
C(S) < C*(S). (5.3) 
To prove (5.3) we appeal to the techniques of [2]. The following lemma 
is a slight variation of Proposition 1.2 of [2]. See Notation 1.1. If h : A + B, 
then hr: CA + CB is the unique extension of h to a homomorphism, so 
h=(u, ,..., 4 = (&4,..., 44). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 
Then 
Sf = h,S,fh$3~hlr . 
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Proof. Let B : Szr x ,$I-+ S be defined by O(I, sr) = I and 9(s, , si) = 
k3(s2) for sa E S, , s1 6 A’,‘. For s E S let i = (2(s), r(s)) E B(S,) 1 @(S,) 
with l(s) = R(h,(s)) and 2(s) : SIT-+ R(S,) defined by 2(s)(s1) = R(h,(s,r(s))). 
Let T be the subsemigroup of S, w S, generated by {c : s E S). Let X = 
(I,I)T u {(I,I)}. Then for u1 ,..., u, E S, #(u”r *** u”,) = nr *a* u, is a well- 
defined homomorphism of T onto S such that 8(x$ a*. 6,) = e(.+/(z& *.= u”,) 
= fqc)z+ ‘** u, . This proves Lemma 5.1. 
Now Lemma 3.1 of [2] almost proves a converse to the above lemma. 
In fact, Eq. (5.2) and the first line of the proof of Lemma 3.1 of 123 imply 
that 
S’ = k2,T;n-,k;n-,T& *a* k2rTpklr, (5.4) 
where for 1 < K 9 n - 1, T2k = C, , a combinatorial semigroup, and for 
1 < k 6 n, TZlcdl = V, x A,’ where Al, is a finite non-empty set and V, 
is the direct product of S,’ with itself a(k) times. Now 5” is a subsemigroup 
of 6 x {Ojr, so T,,,, can be taken to be either U, x W, x Akr or Hk x 
AkT x U, where U, (respectively W,) denotes the direct product of Sk1 
(respectively {O>l) with itself a(k) times. Further, for semigroups T, T’, 
.?2(T x T’) I .+X’(T) x c@(T’), 
and C, ,..., Cj combinatorial implies 
@Cd I *** -I @(G) I g(c) 
for some combinatorial semigroup C (see [2]). Thus, (5.4), Lemma 5.1 
(extended inductively to 2n - 1 terms) and the associativity of “ 1 ” imply 
that (5.1) holds for some &‘,..., S,’ , where case (a) or case (b) of Definition 
5.2 holds depending respectively on whether case (a) or case (b) holds for 
S 1 ,..., 27, in (5.2). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
It is convenient to introduce the following notation. For n > I, let 
(C v G, n) = (n, C v G), (G, 2n) = (2n, C), (C, 2n) = (2n, G), (G, 2n - 1) 
= (2n - 1, G), and (C, 2n - 1) = (2n - 1, C). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. C(F,(X,)) = (2(n - l), G) = (C, 2(n - 1)) for n > 2. 
The proof will follow from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. C(F,(X,)) < (2(n - l), G)for n >, 2. 
Proof. This immediately follows from the method of Zeiger [8]. We give 
a brief outline of the details. 
Let PR(X,) denote the subsemigroup of F,(X,) consisting of all functions 
f whose range contains either p elements or 1 element, i.e., the permutations 
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and the constants (resets) on X,. Then for n > 2 Fa(X,,) divides (in the 
sense of Notation 1.1) the semigroup W,, determined by 
To see this, letfEFR(Xn). Let A, ,..., A, be the subsets of X, of order n - 1 
where Aj = {ail ,..., aj+ij}. If f is a permutation on X,, let fi E PR(X,) be 
determined by f(A,) = AlIti, , so fi is a permutation on X, . In this case 
let (f&))(Z) = m, where 
so fi(j) is a permutation on X,-i . If f is not a permutation on X, choose Aj* 
so thatf(X%) C Ajr , and letfi(P) = j’ for allp E X, so fi is a constant mapping 
on X, . Let (f&j))(Z) = m where 
f({% 1.*.9 uj(?,-l) 9 $(l+l) ,***P uj(n-l~>) C {ui’1 ,***s ui’(m-l) 9 u5’h+l) v-3 uj’(lz-1)). 
Let #(f) = (fi , fi) E W, . Let T be the subsemigroup of W, generated 
by {$((f) : f EFR(Xn)}. Then it is easy to verify that $ : T -FR(Xn) given 
by +(+4(h) ..* #(hk)) = h, ... h, , h, EF~(X,J, is a well-defined homo- 
morphism. 
Now it is not difficult to show that C(PR(X,)) < (C, 2) (see Lemma 3.6 
of [2]). Now Lemma 5.2 follows easily. 
LEMMA 5.3. (a) C(F,(X,J) = (K, G) for some k >, 1 if n 2 2. 
(b) Let IG(S) denote the subsemigroup of S generated by I(S) = {e E S : 
e2 = e}. If S = IG(S) # {l}, then C(S) = (k, C) for some K < 1. 
Assume for a moment that Lemma 5.3 has been proved. Then we will 
derive Proposition 5.2 by induction on n. Let n = 2. Then from Lemma 5.2, 
C(F,(X,)) < (2, G). If equality does not hold, then by Lemma 5.3 (a) 
WdX2)) = (1, (3, w tc is absurd. Thus C(F,(X,)) = (2,G). h’ h 
Now assume Proposition 5.2 is true for n = k > 2. Then by Lemma 5.2 
C(F,(X,+,)) < (2k, G). Also, Fa(X,J 1 FR(Xn+J (as in Notation l.l), so by 
induction and by the above, 
C+ - l), G) < W,(&+,)) < @n, G). 
Then by Lemma 5.3(a) C(F,(X,+,)) = (2n, G) as desired or C(F,(X,+,)) = 
(2n - 1, G) or (2(n - l), G). Further, IG(F,(X,+,)) is easily seen to be 
FR(-&+~ - K+I , where %+1 is the set of all permutations on X,,, . 
Hence FR(Xn) 1 IG(F,(X,+,)) so if either of the latter two alternatives 
holds, then 
(2(7t - 11, G) = C(~,(Xn)) d C(IG(F,(Xn+,))) Q W - l), C) 
a contradiction. Thus, C(F,(X,,+,)) = (2n, G). 
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We now prove Lemma 5.3. F,(X,) is g enerated by H, and any subsemi- 
group {e, , e,-i> in which e, is the identity of H, , and e,,-, is an idempotent 
with n - 1 elements in its range. Thus, we can apply the following lemmas 
to Fs(X,J. In the following we write Sal S, for a(&) ~.!Z(S,) and S 1 S’l S” 
for W(S) ( 9(S’) 1 g(S#). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let S 1 S, 1 C where C is a combinatorial semigroup. Let 
e, 2 em-, 3 **a > e, be a chain of idempotents of S, i.e., eiej = eje, = e, for 
n > i 2 j 2 1. Let Hk be the maximal subgroup of S containing e, . Let S’ 
be the subsemigroup of S generated by H, v a-* u Hr . Then S’ / S, I. B, 
where B is a chain of idempotents. 
Proof. First notice that e, is the identity of the subsemigroup of S 
generated by Hk v **a u Hr. Let T C S, w C be a subsemigroup and 
+:T +c S a homomorphism. Let G,, be a subgroup of T such that +(G,,) = 
H,. (Any subsemigroup of T minimal with respect to being mapped by 4 
onto H,, is a subgroup of T). Let f,, be the identity of G, . Then $(f,J = e, , 
and $(fnTfn) contains S’. Let faml be the identity of G,-r . By continuing 
in this fashion we can choose subgroups G, ,..., G, of T with identities 
fn ,..., fi respectively such that +(G,) = Hk and fn 2 fnwl > a** > fi . Then 
4 maps the subsemigroup T’ of T generated by G, u **a u G, onto S’. 
Let p, be the projection homomorphism of S’s ?. C onto C. Then pl(Gk) = 
{hk} since C is combinatorial and G, is a group. Further, h,r = h, , and 
h, 3 -*. 2 h, , so p,(T’) = {h, ,..., h,} = B. Now Lemma 5.4 follows 
easily. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let U, = {O}I. Then 
(a) B is a commutative band ;ff B is a subsems$roup of the direct product 
t-J2 x -*- x U, of U, with itself n times for some n. 
(b) Let G be a group. Then G w U, = F( U, , G)XrU, divides C w G’, 
where C is some combinatorial semigroup and G’ = F( U, , G). 
Proof. (a) U, X m.0 x U, and all its subsemigroups are commutative 
bands. Conversely, if B is a commutative band it can be represented with 
respect to each $-class by 1 x 1 matrices over U, , and the direct product 
of these representations is 1 : 1 (see [I], Chapter 3). 
(b) (G w UJ has the decomposition 
(G w U# = h6(Xr x Yz1)her2x”( U, x Y’)f”({O, 1)’ x F( U, , G))fOhr’ , 
whereY=F(U,,G),X={0,1}~ Y,2,:CX+(Xu{*})xXisgiven 
by 2,(x,) = (*, x1) and 2,(x, ,..., x,) = (x,-r, x,) for n > 2. (2r)s is 
combinatorial, since 2,r divides Dr x X+t. (See [2]). h, : G w Us+ X, 
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h,, : (X u {*}) x X+X x (Y u {l}), and h5 : X X (Y u (1)) -+ G w u, 
are defined by hlcf, x) = (x,f); h4(*, (l,f)) = (l,f, 11, h(*, (O,.f)) =(WA), 
h,((O,f), (O,g)) = @g, I>, MO?fh (L&9) = Kg, 11, h*((Lfh (Lg)) = 
(1, g, l), and &((l,f), (0, g)> = (0, g,f); k&,f), 1) = bf) and ki(%fM = 
(x, g . Ct+.,& where C, denotes the constant function to x, and g-‘(x) = 
g(x)-‘. Now Lemma 5.5 follows from Lemma 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.1. (of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5). Let S 1 S, \ G 1 C where C 
is combinatorial and G is a group. Let S’ be as in Lemma 5.4. Then S’ 1 S, 1 
c’ 1 G’ where C’ is combinatorial and G’ is a group. 
Now since F,(X,J is generated by H, and e,-, , Corollary 5.1 implies 
Lemma 5.3(a). (Th e case n = 2 can be argued similarly.) Now Lemma 
5.3(b) follows from Lemma 2.1 of [4]. 
This proves Proposition 5.2. 
Remark 5.2. (a) Let F,(X,) be the reverse semigroup of F,(X,). Then 
C(~L(-G)) Z (2(n - 11, G) since the proof that C(F,(X,J) > (2(n - l), G) 
by Lemmas 5.3-5.5 holds also for F,(X,). 
(b) At another time we will show C(F,(X,,)) = (2(n - l), G) and in- 
vestigate the relation between C(S) and C(r(S)) where Y(S) denotes the 
reverse semigroup. 
(2) Let the width w(S) of a semigroup S be the maximum number of 
g- or W-classes contained in any f-class of S. Then assuming that 
C(F,(X,J) = (2(n - I), G) = C(F,(X,J) and that S is a regular semigroup, 
we have 
#(S) d 243) + 1. 
This follows from the wreath product expressions for the Preston-Schiitzen- 
berger representations of S by row-monomial and column-monomial matrices 
over groups. See the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 6.9. 
6. DECOMPOSITIONS OF HOMOMORPHISMS 
All semigroups are assumed to be of finite order unless the contrary is 
explicitly stated. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let S be a fixed semigroup. A property of the homo- 
morphisms of S is a collection B of pairs (4, T), where 4 : S -++ T such that 
whenever (+r , Tl) E B and j : Tl - T, is an isomorphism then (j+r , T,) E 9. 
We write (+r , TJ < (& T,) iff th ere exists a homomorphism j : Tz - Tl 
such that +I = j& . (4, T) is a minimal (respectively muximal) homomorphic 
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image of S with respect o 9’ iff (4, T) is a minimal (respectively maximal) 
element of P under <. To say that (4, T) is minimal means that if (&, T&9’, 
then there exists a homomorphism j to make the following diagram com- 
mutative: 
Remark 6.1. (a) Let (c& , TJ and (4s) T,) be minimal homomorphic 
images of the semigroup S with respect to 9’. Then there is an isomorphism 
j : TI -++ T2 such that da =j4r and q$ = j-l&. 
(b) Let P be a partition on S. Let B(S, P) be the collection of (4, T) such 
that%) = #t 4 s im ~1 ies s, 5 ss (mod P). Let Q be the congruence generated 
by P, i.e., sr E s, (mod Q) iff a+#? E a.$ (mod P) for all a, /3 E Si. Let 
77 : S-+t S/Q be the natural homomorphism. Then (7, S/Q) is the minimal 
homomorphic image of S with respect to 9(S, P). We denote this minimal 
homomorphic image by 9. We write 4 : S 7’” T iff +(sr) = #(ss) implies 
s1 = sz (mod P). 
(c) Let 9’ be a property of the homomorphisms of S. If Q is a congruence 
on S, let (7Q) : S -++ S/Q be the natural homomorphism. Let Q’ = lub(Q : Q 
is a congruence on S and ((vQ), S/Q) EP}. Then S has a minimal homo- 
morphic image with respect to B iff ((TQ’), S/Q’) ~9’. In this case, ((?Q’), 
S/Q’) is the minimal homomorphic image. Thus, if 9’ is non-empty, then S 
has a minimal homomorphic image with respect to B if ((qQr), S/Q& 
(rlQA, s/Q21 E P implies ((TQ), s/Q) ~9, where Q = lub{Q, Q2). 
(d) If 1 A 1 > 3, then Ar has no minimal homomorphic image with respect 
to B if B is the collection of (4, T) suchthat$:S--++Tand]TI =2. 
Notation 6.1 (see Definition 5.1 of [4]). Let M be a semigroup. For 
m E M, let fi denote the J-class of M containing m and let F(m) = F(e) be 
the ideal u{tTi, : t?i < %, is false}. Let (7,) : M ++ M/F(m) be the natural 
homomorphism. GM,*(M) = (M/F(t?i))/z where for s, , ss E M/F(e), 
si E ss iff xlslxs = xlssxz in M/F(%) for all xi , xs E fi. Let (q=)(v,) = 
H,,,” : M - GM,*(M). Let GM,(M) = GM,,,=(M) if tsi is not combinatorial, 
and let GM,(M) = (0) if W is combinatorial. Let H, : M -++ GM,(M) be 
respectively Hnz or the trivial map. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S be a semigroup. Let B(S, r) be the collection 
of (4, T) such that 4 : S +* T and + restricted to any subgroup of S is 1 :I. 
Then S has a minimal homomorphic image with respect to P(S, y). 
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Proof. If S is combinatorial, then S +* (1) is the minimal homomorphic 
image with respect to P(S, y). Assume S is not combinatorial, and let Jr ,..., Jk 
be the k distinct non-combinatorial /-classes of S, ordered as they appear 
in some principal ideal series, i.e., so ordered that if i <j, then Jj < Jo is 
false. Let mj E Jj for 1 <j < k. We now define homomorphisms +i ,..., ~+5~ 
of S inductively as follows: #r = Hm, : S - G&&,(S). #i is 1 :l on subgroups 
of S contained in J1 . Now assume 1 < j < k and #j has been defined. If 
#j is 1 :l on subgroups of Ji+l, let $i+l = #j . Otherwise, let 1,4~+i = 
(a,bj x H,,,,+l)A : S -+ #j(S) x GMm,+I(S), where d : S + S x S is given by 
d(s) = (s, s), so &+r(s) = (&i(s), Hmi+l(s)). Let 1,4 = &. We prove that 
(#, $(S)) is the minimal homomorphic image of S with respect to B(S, r). 
We write 4 : S 7 T iff + is 1 :I on subgroups. It is trivial to verify that 
(#, #(S)) E P(S, y). Now if 4 : S +Y+ T, we must show that $(si) = $(ss) 
implies that #(si) = #(~a). Equivalently, we will show by induction that 
+(si) = $(sa) implies that &(si) = &(ss) for 1 < Z< k. Suppose $(sr) = 
$(sz). Let xi, x2 E J1. We first show that xlslxz E Jl iff x~s~.x,E], . If xi~ixa~ Jl
and xlssxz $ J1, then xiss~s E B( J1) = u( J : Jis a $-class of S and J < Jl}, 
which is a combinatorial ideal or is empty. But Jl is regular, so ( Jl u B( II))/ 
B(J,) is a noncombinatorial O-simple semigroup. Thus, there exist 
or, os E Jl such that V~X~S,X,V, generates a non-trivial cyclic group, while 
W~X~S,X,V, lies in the combinatorial ideal B( Jl). But +(~~x~s~xsz~s) = Y = 
c$(~~x~s~x~v,), so r lies in the combinatorial ideal B(J,), and r generates a 
non-trivial cyclic group, since 4 is 1: 1 on subgroups of S. This is a contra- 
diction, proving that xlslxs E J1 iff xrs.a~a E Jl . 
We next show that if xlslxz E Jl and x1ssz2 E Jl , then xlslxz = xiss~a. 
By Rees theorem and the well-known properties of translations of O-simple 
semigroups, xlslxz &‘x~s~x,, and there exist zi , za , a, , a2 E Jl so that if 
b, = zlxlslxazz and b, = z~x~s~~z~ , then b, and b, lie in the same maximal 
subgroup of J1, and a,6,a, = xisixa , a,baua, = xls+xz. Now, since (b is 
1:l on subgroups and $(b,) = +(b,), we have b, = b, , so xlslxz = xisa~, . 
Thus, for all x1 , x2 E J1 , either xlslxz and xlszxz both lie in B(J,), or xlslxz = 
WA E h - Hence, WI) = v4(4. 
Now by induction assume that $(si) = $(ss) implies &(si) = I/&(Q) for all 
i such that 1 < i < j < k. We must show that +(sr) = $($a) implies t,$+r(si) = 
$j+l(SJ. If +i is 1 :l on subgroups of Ji+l , then & = #j+i , and the induction 
step proceeds trivially. Hence, assume there exists a maximal subgroup 
G C Jj+l , G # {I}, and elements g, , g, E G such that #j(gr) = #9(g,). Then 
#j+l = (#j x fLj+l)A where A : S + S x S with A(s) = (s, s). Let 
x1 , x2 E Jj+l . We now show that x1s1x2 E Jj+l iff x~s.~, E Jj+l , since we can 
then proceed as before to prove that ~/~+i(sr) = &+r(s2). 
Thus suppose +(si) = +(~a). Assume X~S~X~ E Jj+l and xlsgcz # Jj+l . Then 
xis+a E B(Jj+l), and B(J,+r) is a maximal ideal of B( Jf+1) u Jj+l , so 
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vWJj+d = W(Jj+J u Jj+d or +(Jj+d isdisjoint from 4tWJj+l))* The 
second alternative cannot occur, since c$(x,& = +(x,spa) E +(Jj+r) n 
+tB(Jj+l))* Thus VXB(Jj+l>> = HB(Jj+l) U Jj+l)* 
Now let H = 4(G) G G. Let S, = 4--l(H) n (B(J,+J u Jj+l). Then 
4(W = H, an4 since d(B(Jj+l)) = W3Jj+J u Jj+l>, SI * B(Jj+l) is a 
nonempty ideal of S, , so +(S, n B(J,+J) = H. Let K(S,) denote the kernel 
of S, . Then K(S,) C B(J,+r) and +(K(S,)) = H. Since 4 is 1: 1 on subgroups 
of K(S,), there exists an isomorphism a: K(S,) - AZ x Br x Hl , where 
Hl E H. (See [l], Exercise for Section 3.4.) It then follows (see [I], Exercise 
3 of Section 3.5) that for x E S, and y E K(S,) with a(y) = (a, b, h,) we have 
a(yx) = (u,fC(S), h&J with h, independent of 6, since 
(a-l(u, b, h)x)(a-l(a’, b’, h’)) = a-l(a, b, h)(xa-‘(a’, b’, h’)) 
for all u, a’, 6, b’, h, A’, x. Moreover, x + h, is a homomorphism of S, onto 
Hl , and the congruence x -+ h, induces on S, equals the congruence induced 
by Hk : S, - GM,(&), i.e., h, = h, iff Hk(x) = H,(y), where k E K(S,) 
and GM,(&) E Hl . Now, since C$ is 1: 1 on subgroups, g --t h, is an iso- 
morphism of G onto Hl , for if $r is C$ restricted to K(S,), then h +p,a&l(h) 
(where ps is the projection ~,(a, b, h) = h) is a well-defined isomorphism 
of H onto Hl , so if h, E Hl , then h, = p,u(cl(u, b, 1)g) = p.&&‘+(g)), 
since $(~-~(a, b, 1)g) = 1 a+(g) = 4(g), a-r(u, b, 1)g E K(S,), and d1 is + 
restricted to K(S,). 
Now K(S,) C Jr for some I < j + 1, so & is 1 :I on the subgroups of 
W%). Now let g, , g, E G, gl # g2 . Then hg, # hg2 , so for xl , x2 E W,), 
%hx2 z w2x2 Y but both lie in the same maximal subgroup of K(S,). 
Thus &(xlglx2) # #j(xlg&, so &(gJ # &(g2), a contradiction. Hence, 
X1V2 E Ji+l iff VzX2 E Ji+l 3 and the remainder of the proof proceeds as for 
h - 
This proves Proposition 6.1. 
Notation 6.2. Let S be a semigroup. Then S ++ Sy denotes the minimal 
homomorphic image with respect to B(S, y). We write $ : S +Y+ T iff 
$ E 6% Y)* 
Remark 6.2. (a) S +Y+ T implies ST T -;” 3. 5’~ = (1) iff S is 
combinatorial. 
(b) Let R be a subsemigroup of S, and let # : ST+ T. Then if t,Y is I# 
restricted to R and R’ = #(R) C T, then I+Y: R 7 R’, so R 7:’ R’ T Rv. 
(c) Assume S is regular. Then # : ST T iff ZJ is 1:l when restricted 
to any X-class of S. This follows easily from Remark 3.1(a). 
COROLLARY 6.1 (of the proof of Proposition 6.1). Let I be u maximal 
ideal of S. Suppose there exists C$ : S 7 4(S) = +(I). Then 
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(a) Let$:S-T. Then~isay-homomo+hkmiff~restrictedtoIisa 
y homomorphism. 
(b) Let be a maximal subgroup of S contained in S - I. Then there exists 
a subsemi~oup S, of S such that G C S, , K(S,) C I, and for a E K(S,), 
H, : S, - GlW,,( K(S,)) = Hl , and H, restricted to G is an isomorphism 
of Go&OH,. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let Q1 ,Q8 be congruences on S such that S--y S/Q6 , 
i= 1,2. Then S-yS/(QlvQ2), where QrvQa = lub{Qi,Qs}. 
Proof. S T S/Q< -y Sv for i = 1,2. Hence S - S/( Qr v Qs) - Sv, 
so S - S/(Qi v Qa) not a y-map implies S --tt Sr not a y map, a contra- 
diction. 
Example 6.1. Let G # (1) be a group. Let Ms = (0, l} be the multi- 
plicative semigroup of integers modulo 2, and let S = G x Ms. Then S--H Sy 
is given by (g, 3) -+ (g, 0), so Sv g G. Also G x (0) is an ideal of S and 
S/(G x (0)) z Go. Thus S - S/(G x (0)) but Sy g G does not map 
homomorphically onto (S/(G x (0)))~ E (G”)r = Go. Thus it is false 
that S 1 T implies SY ] Tr. 
In the following proposition, the elementary assertion (cl) is very important 
and was first proved by Dennis Allen, Jr. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S be a semigroup with partition P (see Remark 
6.1(b)). Then 
(a) S -$ T implies S <+ T --$ SP, where P’ is the partition induced 
on T by P and 4, i.e., $(x) = 4(y) (mod P’) iff x = y (mod P). Further, let 
S --!+ T-% T’ be given. Then 4’4 is a P-homomorphism iff 4 is a 
P-homomorphism and 4’ is a P’ homomorphism. 
(b) Let 4s) denote any of 2,9, .Z?, or f( = 9) on S. Let 4 : S --w T. 
Then Se(S) - Ta[n . 
(c) Let T be a subsemigroup of S. Let t, , t, E T. Then: 
(cl) If t, , t, are regular elements of T and OL is any of 9, W or .#, then 
t, = t, (mod a(T)) iff t, = t, (mod or(S)). 
(~2) The result of (cl) need not hold for (r = 3 = 9 even if S is regular 
and T is a union of groups. 
(~3) Let S be a union of groups. Then T is a union of groups so all of its 
elements are regular and the result of (cl) holds for OL = ,$ = 9. 
(c4) Let 4 : Ss S’. Then + restricted to T is an cu(T) homomorphism 
under either of the following assumptions: 
481/4/3-X2 
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(i) S is a union of groups and a: is any of 9’,9?, X, $, or 
(ii) T is regular and OL is any of 9, W, .X?. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. (b) follows from Proposition 3.2(a) and Remark 
6.1(b). We now prove (cl). First, trivially, t, = t, (mod a(T)) implies 
t, = t, (mod or(S)). F or the converse, any regular element is congruent 
mod L?(T) with an idempotent. Hence, without loss of generality assume 
t, , t, are idempotents. Now t, = t, (mod 9(S)) iff there exist x1 , xa E S 
such that xltl = t, and x,t, = t . Then t,t, = xlt12 = xlt, = t, and 
t,t, = t, , so t, E t, (mod U(T)). Similarly, t, = t, (mod W(S)) implies 
t, = t, (mod W(T)). Th e case OL = &? follows from the fact that # = 9 n 9. 
To prove (c2), let S = MO({l, 2}, {I, 2}, (Z, , +), C) where C is the 2 x 2 
identity matrix. Then S is the O-simple inverse semigroup with maximal 
subgroups Z, and order 9. Let T be the union of the maximal subgroups of 
S, i.e., T = {(g)aa : a ~{1,2}} u (0). Then (1)rr = (1)as (mod $(S)) but 
(1)ll f (1122 (mod J(T))* 
We next prove (~3). If t, E t, (mod a(S)), then t, and t, are in the same 
f-class J of S. Then T n J is a subsemigroup of the simple semigroup 
J, hence by Rees Theorem is simple, so t, = t, (mod a( J n T)). Thus 
t, = t, (mod a(T)). 
Now (~4) follows from (cl), (~2) and (~3). 
Notation 6.3. B(S, y, f) is the collection of (4, T) such that 4 : S +Y+ T 
and+:SsT. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. S has a minimal homomorphic image with respect 
to B(S, y, f), denoted S - 57’ or S - SBy. We have the following 
formulas for S - Syf: 
(a)Let $:S-Sr and #:S-++S’. Let (c#x#)A:S-+SYXS/ 
with (4 x +)d(s) = (4(s), $(s)). Then (4 x #)d equals S - SyX. 
(b) Assume S is regular. Let $ = n{HmE : m E S)A : S + n{GMmz(S) : 
mES), where A :S+S x *se x S is the diagonal map, A(s) = (s, . . . . s). 
Then # equals S - SyY. 
(c) Let Q be the congruence on S defined by s, = s, (modQ) iff for each 
f-class J of S and for all xl , x2 E 1, wx2 = WP~ in (1 u F( JW’U’I. 
Then S - S/Q is S - SyX when S is regular (see Notation 6.1 for the 
definition of F(j)). 
Proof. (4 Cl=+ ((4 x #)A, (4 x @W)) EW, Y, 37. Let (& T> E 
W’S Y, $1 = g(s, r> n WT A. Then (4, sy) < (0, T) and (h sf) < 
(0, T). Thus, GlWA W 6,4 s-?) = ((4 x #)A, (9 x W(s)) Q (es 0 
We now prove (b) and (c). Clearly H,” is 1:l on subgroups of 7?i, the 
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#-class containing m, so # is a y-map. That 4 is a #-map follows from the 
fact that S is regular. For, suppose m, , m, E S, m, + m, (mod j). By 
renaming, assume m, ~F(tis) = {J : J is a f-class of S, and J > 1, is 
false}. Then Hz,(m,) = 0 # Hz,(m,), since Gia is regular. 
Further, it is clear that I+% induces on S the congruence Q of (c). Now let 
4 : S -H T be both a y- and a %-homomorphism. Then we must show that 
s1 f sa (mod Q) implies #(sJ # $(~a). Now s, + s2 (mod Q) iff there exists 
a $-class J of S and x1 , xa E J so that either (1) xlslxa E J and X~S~X~ $ J or 
(2) both xls,x, and xisa~, lie in J and xlslxs # xlsa.rx, . In case (l), since + 
is a J-homomorphism we have $(xlsl~.J # +(x1sa.x2), so $(sr) # +(ss). In 
case 2 (as in the proof of Proposition 6.1) xlslxa = xlsaxa (mod 2). Since 
S is regular, this implies that J is a regular, noncombinatorial ~-class, so 
there exist yi , ya E J such that ylxlslxayz and y1x1sa.qy2 are distinct elements 
of one maximal subgroup of J. Since 4 is a y-map, this implies that 
4(Y1w1w2) f W1~1~zxzy2)~ so #I) f 4(%)* 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (a) SB is a commutative band iff S is a union of groups. 
Assume that S is a union of groups. Then 
(b) Let (4, T) EWS Y, A. Th en for any subsemigroup S, of S, 4 
restricted to S, is in B(S, , y, $). Thus Srr 1 SyY. 
(c) Let + : S-H T. Then SyB -M Tyx (see example 6.1 for the falsity 
of(c) if B(S, y, f) is replaced by B(S, y)). 
(d) T 1 S implies T is a union of groups and Typ 1 SYB. 
Proof. The statement and proof of (a) is standard ([I], Section 4.1). 
(b) follows from Proposition 6.2 (c4), and (c) follows from Proposition 6.3(c) 
and Proposition 3.2(b). Finally, (d) follows from (b) and (c). 
The statement and proof of (c) hold for all regular semigroups S. 
Notation 6.4. Let M be a semigroup. For m E M, let RUM,,,(M) = 
(kZ/F(fi))/~~ (respectively U&f,(M) = (M/F(fi))/=L) (see Notation 6.1) 
where s1 = a~~ (respectively si = rsa) for sr , s, E M/F(%) iff for all x1 E r?i, 
x1s19X1sa (respectively +$%+J. Let (7 =&, = R, : M-t, &U&(M) 
and (71 s&m = L, : M- LLM,(M). 
Let I be a left ideal of M. Then MrL : M-FL(~) is the homomorphism 
defined by (M/(m))(x) = mx for m E M, x ~1. MJR : M +FR(J) for J a 
right ideal of M is defined dually. 
M is a left letter mapping (LLM) semigroup iff M has a minimal or 
O-minimal combinatorial (two-sided) ideal I for which MIL is 1:l. M is a 
right letter mapping (RLM) semigroup iff r(M) is a LLM semigroup. We 
sometimes say M is a LM semigroup in either of the above cases. 
M is a group mapping (GM) semigroup iff M = (1) or M has a minimal 
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or zero-minimal (two-sided) noncombinatorial ideal I so that both ikrrL and 
MIR are 1: 1. M is a GMx semigroup iff M has a minimal or zero minimal 
(two-sided) ideal I so that both MIL and iVIIR are 1 :l. Note that if I is non- 
regular, then M = (0). 
M# denotes the subset M - (0) CM. 
It is easy to verify that GIM,(M), GM,*(M), RLM,(M), and LLM,(M) 
are respectively GM, GMx, RLM, and LLM semigroups. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let 4 : S - T and suppose that T is a RLM, LLM, 
GM”, or GM semigroup with respect to the ideal I _C T. Let / be the minimal 
J-class of S such that 4(J) = I# (see Proposition 3.2). Letj E J. Then either 
RLM,(S)- T, LLM,(S)- T, GM,“(S)- T, or GM,(S) --w T, 
respectively. 
Proof. Suppose T is a GM semigroup. We may assume T # (1) so that 
I is noncombinatorial and thus contains a non-trivial subgroup. Let 
s, , sa E S, and assume H,(sJ = Hj(s,). That is, for all x1 , xa E J, either xisixa = 
xlsa.za E J or xlslxz and xlsaxa do not lie in J. We must show that 4(si) = 
+w 
Suppose xlslxa 4 /. Then xlslxa E B(J), so by the minimality of J, 
+(xlslxz) = 0 ~1. Thus ~(xlslxa) = 0 iff +(xisrx,) = 0 for all xi , xa E /, 
i.e., il+(sl)ia = z$(s,)ia for all ii , a i E I#. Since T is a GM semigroup with 
respect to I, this implies that 4(si) = +(~a). The other cases are similar. 
Notation 6.5. Let Q(S, GM) = glb{Q’ : Q’ is a congruence on S and 
S/Q’ is a GM semigroup}. Let SCM = S/Q(S, GM), and let S - SCM 
denote the canonical map. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. (a) Let s1 , sa E S. Then s1 = ss (mod Q(S, GM)) iff 
for each non-combinatorial f-class J of S and x1 , xa E J, either xlslxa = 
xrsa.~a E J or xlslxa , X,S,X, E S - J. Q(S, GM) is induced by Tl[{& : 6 
is a f-class of S}d : S -+ n{GM,(S) : iii is a $-class of S>. 
(b) Let S - T. Then SCM - TGM. 
(c) Let T be a subsemigroup of S, and let Q’ be Q restricted to T. Then 
T/Q’ - PM. 
(d) T/S implies TGM/SGM. 
(e) If S is regular, S - SYB - SCM - Sv. 
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 6.5. (b) follows from Proposition 6.5 
or from (a) and Proposition 3.2. 
To prove (c) it suffices to show that t, , t, E T, t, f t, (mod Q(T, GM)) 
implies t, + t, (mod Q(S, GM)). Using (a) we may assume there exists a 
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$-class J of T and x1 , xs E J such that either (i) xl+va, xlssxs E J and 
xlslxs # xlss.xz ; (ii) xlslxs E J and xlssxz # J’, the $-class of S containing 
J; or (iii) xlslxa E J, and xlsaxz E J’ - J. In cases (i) and (iii) xr~rxs, xlss.xs E J 
and x~s~x,# x1sg2, so sr f sa (mod Q(S, GM)). In case (ii), xrsrx,~ J’, 
and xrsg, $ J’, so again s1 + ss (mod Q(S, GM)). 
(d) follows from (b) and (c). To prove (e), notice that s, $ sa (mod 
Q(S, GM)) implies sr and ss have different images under S -++ Syy by (a) 
and Proposition 6.3. Thus, S --++ Sy” - SGM. Now clearly, S y SCM, 
so by Remark 6.2, we have S ++ 9” +* SGM - 9. 
We now proceed to generalize Lemma 4.1 of [4]. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let 4 : S -++ T, and let 01 be one of 9, 9, 2, or $. 
We write ~5 : S 2’ T iff sr , ss regular elements of S and #sr) = 4(ss) imply 
%~2- 
Let B(S, a’) be the collection of (+, T) such that 4 : S -+* T. Let SRLM be 
the image of JJ{& : 7ii is a regular j-class of S} d : S 4 n{RcIM,(S) : 77i 
is a regular $-class of S}. Let SLLM be defined dually (see Notation 6.3 and 
Remark 6.1(b)). 
PROPOSITION 6.7. (a) Let G be left simple (e.g., a group). Then the 
projection map 4 : GXyS1 7 S1 for any homomorphism Y : S+Endo,(G). 
(See Notation 1.1). 
(b)+:S~Timplies+:S~,+Tforol=9,W,&’,orf.+:S~T, 
and S, a subsemigroup of S implies 4 restricted to S, is an or’-map for 
a=S?,W, or #. 
(c) Let + : ST T. Let J be a regular $-class of S. Then 4(J) is a regular 
f-class of T and X = $-I(+( J)) is a union of /-classes of S having J as the 
unique regular $-class of S contained in X and as the unique minimal 
f-class of S contained in X. 
(d) S has a minimal homomorphic image, denoted S,-++ Su’, with respect 
to B(S, $), for 01 = _Ep, W, or & In fact, S--H S” equals S -+t SRLM, 
s-s” equals S ++ SLLM and S” is induced by S + SRLM x SUM. 
SRLM = (n{c# : c)(S) is a RLM semigroup))d(S). A similar formula holds 
for SLLM. Further, (S”‘y = S*‘ for 01 = 9, W, or X: 
(e)+: S2+ T iff sr , s2 regular elements of S and +(s1)c$(s2) imply srars,, 
where 01 = -Ep,98, e or 3. Hence, +J is an a’-homomorphism iff 4 and $ are 
&-homomorphisms. 
(f) S 1 T implies Sa’ ( T-’ for 01 = 9, W, or .#? 
(g) S-@ # (1) implies C(S9’) = (C, n). See Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 and 
Notation 5.2. 
(h) S # (1) a RLM semigroup implies C(S) = (C, n). 
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Proof. (a) Let (gl , s), (gs , s) E GX#. Then we must show that (g, , s)9 
(g, , s). Let h, , A, E G such that g, = WV)W and gz = W’V))W 
These choices are possible since G is left simple. Then (g, , s) = (h, , 1) 
(,qs , 4, and k2 , 4 = (4, l)k ,s), so that (a , +‘Eo(g, s). 
(b) follows from Definition 6.2 and Proposition 6.2(cl). 
(c) Since 4 is a homomorphism, there is a $-class J1 C 7’ such that 
W) c .A? and J1 is regular since ] is regular. Then by Proposition 3.2 
$-r(h) is a union of J-classes of S with a unique minimal class J’, and 
+(J’) = J1 . J’ is regular, since J1 is regular, and hence there exist x E 1, 
x’ E J’, such that 4(x) = 4(x’). S ince 4 is an a’-map, this implies that xax’ 
which in turn implies x$x’. Thus 1 = 1’. If J” is any regular J-class of S 
contained in $-l@(j)), then the same argument shows that j = J”. Thus J 
is the unique regular J-class in @r($(J)). 
(d) By Proposition 6.5, the formula for SRLM is valid. Also, clearly, 
S-g+ SRLM.Nowlet+: See, -+* T, and suppose +(sr) = #(ss). We must show 
that R,(sI) = R,(ss) for every regular J-class 7Ti of S, i.e., for all such rii 
and all x E tii, either (i) xsl , xss E fi and xsl Z’(S) xss or (ii) xsl, xss E S - 1. 
If xsl , xsa E fi, then since + is an A?‘map, xsr Y(S) xss , Thus assume 
xs, E A and xss 4 tii. Let J’ be the unique minimal $-class of +-r(+(tii)), 
J’ is regular by (c). Now G% < r7i = GI, so J’ <%, < 7ii. However, by 
(c), t7i = J’, a contradiction. The cases a = W, & are similar. (d) now 
follows. 
(e) Let 4 : S 2’ T denote a homomorphism satisfying the condition in 
(e). Then clearly 4 : S z+ T. Conversely, suppose that 4 : S 2* T. We show 
that 4 : S--+5 T. Let sl, s, be regular elements of S such that bag. 
Then ~(sJ and qb(s,) both lie in some f-class J of T. Then since sr and sa 
are regular, we have by (c) that $(fr) = 4(&J = J, and SI = S, is the unique 
regular J-class in $-1(J). Then by Proposition 3.2, 4 maps a-classes of S, 
onto ru-classes of J, so there exists s E fI such that SO+ and 4(s) = $(ss). 
Hence, since 4 is an a/-map, sass, so slasa, proving that 4 is an a@-map. 
The remaining assertion is now easy to verify. 
(f) Let S ++- S, c T. Then S -++ B’, so by Proposition 6.5 and (d) above 
SF’ -++ P’. By (b), Sf 1 F’. Hence S*’ 1 Ta’. 
(g) If SY ( G w T, G a group, then by (4, (0, and (a), S”’ = (Sp)Y’ 1 
(G w T)p’ 1 T. 
(h) follows from (g) since S a RLM semigroup implies S = Sp’. 
&murk 6.3. If S is regular then 4 : S ++ T is an a homomorphism iff 
# is an a’ homomorphism. Thus Sa = Sa’ for a = 9,W, #or $. Hence, 
if S and T are regular semigroups, then by Proposition 6.7 (f), S j T implies 
S=l P. 
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LEMMA 6.1. (a) Let q$ : SI +c Ti for i = 1,2, be a y-(respectiwely a’-) 
homomorphism, where a = 2, 92, or 2. Then + = ($1 x da) : S, x A’,-++ 
T, x T2 , where +(sl , s2) = (&(sJ, &(sa)), is Q y- (respectiwely a’-) homo- 
morphism. 
(b) Let S = Sy and S = S”* where a = 9, W OY .% Then S = (1). 
Proof. (a) The statement for a’-homomorphisms is trivial. Let +i be a 
y-homomorphism for i = 1,2, and G be a subgroup of S, x S, such that 
4(G) = {e}, where e = (e, , e,) is an idempotent of Tl x T, . Then S,’ = 
&l(e,) and S,’ = &‘(e,) are combinatorial subsemigroups of S, and S, 
respectively (since q$ is a y-map), and G _C S,’ x S,‘. Hence 1 G 1 = 1. 
(b) S = Sy implies S = {I} or S has no combinatorial ideals, for if I 
were a combinatorial ideal, S - S/I would be a y-map. Hence, let I be a 
O-minimal ideal of S. Then I - (0) is a regular J-class of S whose H-classes 
have order 2 2. But now the homomorphism of Remark 2.1(b) is an a’-map 
which is not 1 :l, contradicting S = S”. Thus, S = {l}. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
The following proposition is very important. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let 4 : S - T, and let a be one of 9, W, or 2 Then 
d =& -*A, where A, A,... are y-homomorphisms and 4a, +4 ,... are 
a’-homomorphisms. 
Proof. Consider 
s +* SY -++ SF’ -++ SF+ -* * * * --++ (1). (6.1) 
Lemma 6.1(b) assures that this series reaches (1). Let d : S + S x S be 
given by d(s) = (s, 4(s)), and consider 
S-&S x T;+Sy x T+W x T-y-++(l) x T = T, 
where the maps on T are the identity maps, and the maps on the first factor 
are given by the series (6.1). That these homomorphisms are alternately 
y- and a’-homomorphisms follows from Lemma 6.1(a). Then the restriction 
of this series to the images of S is 
since the restriction of a y-map is a y-map and (by Proposition 6.7(b)) the 
restriction of an a’-map is an a/-map. The composed homomorphism is 
4 : S + T. The result is proved. 
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COROLLARY 6.3. Let (I$, T) b e a maximal proper homomorphic image of S, 
i.e., 4 = I,$,& : S ++ T implies that exactly one of z+bl , t,h2 is 1: 1. Then 4 is 
either a y-map or an W-map. 
DEFINITION 6.3. If N is a subgroup of S, we write NAS iff N is a normal 
subgroup of a maximal subgroup of G C S. Notice that every normal subgroup 
of S is contained in a regular $-class of S. If NAS, we define (vN) : S-n S/N 
by (TN) = (q=)(~,,) (See Notation 6. l), where n E N and = is the congruence 
on S/F(n) defined as follows: Let P be a partition on fro defined by x1 = 
x,(mod P) for xi, xa E EO iff X,%X,, and for all zi , za E ii, (~rx~za)(z~x~zs)-~ E N
whenever zixiza (hence, also zrx.+J lies in G, where G is the maximal 
subgroup of S containing N. Then s1 = ss , for s1 , sa gF(n), iff for all 
ni , ns E ii, Sin, = sari, (mod P) and na.~r = nas, (mod P). 
If NjAGj C S, Gj a maximal subgroup of S for j = l,..., m, then 
(y{Nj :j = l,..., m}) : S-t* S/(N, :j = l,..., m} 
equals (n{(7Nj) : j = l,..., m)))A’, where A’ : S+ S x *** x S (m terms) 
is given by A’(s) = (s,..., s) and I-J denotes the direct product of homo- 
morphisms. 
Let J be a regular f-class of S with maximal subgroup G, and let m E J. 
Let ZM(n, G) (respectively %H(n, G)) denote the semigroup of all row- 
monomial (respectively column-monomial) n x n matrices with coefficients 
in GO. Let MWR : S --++ MmR(S) C %d!(n, G) (respectively MmL : S ++ 
MmL(S) _C %‘.d(n, G)) denote the so-called right (respectively left) Schiitzen- 
berger representations ([l], Chapter 3). Let I,A : G + H be a homomorphism. 
Then ## : 9A(n, G) - 9tA!(n, H) is given by +#(M)ij = #‘(Mij), where 
$’ : Go -+ Ho with f(O) = 0 and #(g) = #(g) for g # 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. (a) Let n E NAG C S with G a maximal subgroup of 
S, and let 71: G -++ G/N be the canonical map. Then (TN) : S-S/N induces 
the same congruence on S as does # = (Ln x q#M,R)A’ : S -W $(S), where 
A’ : S -+ S x S with A’(s) = (s, s), and th e o th er maps are defined in Notation 
6.4 and Definition 6.3. Let S, w *.* w S, denote the abstract semigroup 
defined by W(S,) 1 *a. ‘\ W(S,) (see Notation 5.1). Then 
S/N I (GIN)’ w RN) x US). 
(b) Let S be a regular semigroup, and let + : S 7 T. Let Ji ,..., Jk be the 
distinct f-classes of T. Let Qj = +-l( Jj) forj = l,..., K. Then by Proposition 
6.7(c) and the fact that 4 is an *map, Qi is a $-class of S, and Qr ,..., Qk 
are the k distinct f-classes of S. Let Gj be a maximal subgroup of Qj for 
j = l,..., k, and let Ni be the kernel of the restriction of 4 to Gj . We say 
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that {Nr ,..., Nk} is the kernel of (6. Then # = (q{N, ,..., Nk)) : S-W 
MN1 ,*-*, Nk} induces the same congruence as does 9, i.e., there exists an 
isomorphismj : S/{N, ,..., Nk} ++ T such that 4 = j#. 
(c) Let S be a regular semigroup. Let G, ,..., G, be a collection of maximal 
subgroups of S, one from each $-class of S. Then 
S I ((f&O x -a- x Gmo)wSy) x Sgj((Gl x e.- x G,)wCwS”) x S”, 
where C is some combinatorial semigroup. In particular, 
C(S) < (G, 1) 0 C(Ss). 
(See Notation 5.5 of [4] and Notation 6.6 below.) 
Proof. Let n E S be a regular element. Then (II,, = (M,R x M,L)d’ 
is 1:l when restricted to ff”. Further, since for n1 , rzs E fi, s E S, we must 
have (nrs)ns = ni(~a), it is easy to verify that /3,, = (L, x MmR)A’ induces 
the same congruence on S as does a, so /3 is also 1: 1 when restricted to iis. 
Then (using Section 3 or Chapter 3 of [l]) t i is easy to verify that (TN) and 
# induce the same congruence on ?i, . It then follows easily that (TN) and # 
induce the same congruence on S. The final assertion follows from the well 
known relation between %&(n, GO) and wreath products [2]. 
(b) is established by proving by direct computation that +(si) = +(~s) 
ifi +(sJ = #W 
(c) can be proved from (a) and (b) with the aid of a technique used in 
Lemma 3.6 of [2] an d in Lemma 5.4 of [4]. We give a more direct proof. 
Let ni E Gi for i = I,..., m. Then it is well known that n7-r (&Zf* x M$l’, 
the Preston-Schiitzenberger representation, is 1: 1 on S. Thus, in the notation 
of the proof of (a), using the fact that a,* and /I,,, induce the same congruence 
on S for i = l,..., m, we have 
s / Cl w:(s) x L‘(S)) /ii ((GO w Rn‘w x L‘W 1 i=l 
((Glo x a** x Gmo) w 9’) x S9 
with the last division following from Proposition 6.7(d). It is easy to verify 
that Gr” x --- x Gmo 1 (Gl x --e x G,) w C for some combinatorial semi- 
group C. (In fact, C may be taken to be (l}O x *** x {l}O (m terms)). By 
Proposition 6.7(d), S” = (n:, L&l’(S) and S” = (n:, R&l’(S). Clearly, 
S” +* s” and SX +* S”, so the result now follows from Proposition 
6.7(g) and (h). Th is completes the proof of Proposition 6.9. 
Remark 6.4. In [5J Munn proved that the collection of all X(= .W’) 
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homomorphisms of a regular semigroup form a modular lattice. In fact, 
he showed that if Qr and Qa are congruences on S such that S ++ S/Qi for 
i = 1,2, then Qr . QI = Qa . Qr = Q, so Q = Lub{Q), , Qa}, and#S +* S/Q 
is an &‘-map. We can prove this in our present notation. Let & : S -++ Tk 
for k = 1,2, and let Qk be the congruence on S induced by & . Suppose 
S is regular, and let Ker($,) = (Ni”),..., NJ”)} where N,V and Niz) are chosen 
in the same maximal subgroup Gj for j = 1 ,..., 4, and Q is the number of 
J-classes of S. Now it is easy to verify that (v(Qr . Qa)) induces the same 
congruence on S as does (~(Nil) iVizJ,..., N,$rJNi2)}). But since Njl)dGj and 
NyJdGj , we have Nj(r)Nj(el = Njz)N,!‘) for j = I,..., Q, so Qr * Q2 = Q2 * Qr . 
See notation 6.6 below for the notation used in the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let S be a semigroup which is a union of groups. 
Let 4 : S - T be a maximal proper homomorphic image of S. Then by 
Corollary 6.3,$ is either a y-map or an .%-map. In the first case 
and in the second case 
C(S) d (G, 1) 0 C(T). 
In either case, it follows that #(S) - 1 < #(T) 6 #(S). 
Thus let # : S ++ T be an arbitrary homomorphism of S onto T with 
#(S) = n > k = #(T). Then there exist T, , T,+, ,..., Tkfl , Tk = T, 
TM ,..., Tl such that 
S-n T,,+t T,,-l++ ----++ Tl 
and #(T,) =j for j = l,...,n. 
Proof. To prove Proposition 6.10 we require the main theorem of [4] 
which we now state for the convenience of the reader. 
Notation 6.6. Let n be a non-negative integer. Then X equaling 
M = T,-++ Tl-++ T,-- -.. - T, ++ T,+l = {I} is a right composition 
string of M of length n iR n = 0 or n > 0, T, f {I}, Tk # GQ for k # n, 0, 
and either 
(4 Tl, T2, T5 ,... are RLM semigroups and T, , Tp , T6 ,... are GM 
semigroups, or 
(b) T2, T4, T,,... are RLM semigroups and Tl, T3, T6 ,... are GM 
semigroups. 
We now wish to define C(X), the complexity of a composition string X of M 
(See Notation 5.2). However, we must first introduce the following notation. 
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Let (C v G, n) = (n, C v G) for all rr > 1. Let (C, 2n) = (2n, G) and 
(G, 2n) = (2n, C) for n = 1,2,3 ,... . Let (C, 2n + 1) = (2n + 1, C) and 
(G, 2n + 1) = (27~ + 1, G) for a = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
Let X be a composition string of M. When X has length zero, let C(X) = 
(C v G, 1). When X has length IZ > 0 let C(X) = (C, n) in case (a), and let 
C(X) = (G, n) in case (b). 
Finally we introduce the following notation. Let (C, 1) @ (C, n) = 
(C, 1) @ (C v G, n) = (C, rz). Let (C, 1) @ (G, n) = (C, tt + 1). We notice 
that (C, 1) OLD(X) = LUB(((C, 1) @ a : a E X}) >LUB(X) for any 
finite set X of complexities. Similarly we define (G, 1) @ (a, n) as follows. 
Let (G, 1) @ (G, n) = (G, 1) @ (C v G, n) = (G, n). Let (G, 1) @ (C, n) = 
(G, n + 1). We notice that (G, 1) @LUB(X) = LUB((G, 1) @X) > 
LUB(X) for any finite set X of complexities. 
THEOREM A. Let M be a Jinite semigroup which is a union of groups. Let 
U(M) = LUB({C(X) : X is a right composition string of M)). Then 
a(M) < C(M) < (C, 1) 0 4% 
Now Theorem A immediately implies that C(S) < (C, 1) @ C(SGM) 
(see Notation 6.5 and Proposition 6.6). However, Proposition 6.4(a) and 
Proposition 6.6(e) imply (C, 1) @ C(Sy) > C(SGM), and thus, C(S) < (C, 1) 
@ C(D). Now Proposition 6.8 and 6.9(c) prove Proposition 6.10. 
Remark 6.5. Let S be a union of groups. Then Theorem A of [4] and 
Proposition 6.7(d) imply 
C(S) < (C, 1) 0 (G, 1) 0 C(S? 
Also Proposition 6.7(g) implies C(Sp) = (C, #(Ss)) when S” # {I}. 
Further, Lemma 4.2 of [4] implies that C(T) = (G, #(T)) if T is a GM 
semigroup which is a union of groups and such that C(T) # (G, 1). Thus, 
the proof of Proposition 6.1 of this paper and Proposition 1.1 of [J] imply 
C(Sy) = (G, #(SY)) if C(S) # (C v G, 2) (or more specifically, if S is not 
inverse and union of groups, i.e., S does not divide G,O x *** x G,O for 
groups Gr ,..., G,). 
Now consider 
(See Lemma 6.1(b).) Then it follows that C(D) = (G, k), C(SyP’) = 
(C, k - l), C(S”“) = (G, k - 2) ,... with a correction possibly necessary 
on the last non-trivial term. Also C(G, k) < C(S) < (C, k + l), and thus, 
if I is the length of the above series, we have I < #(S) < 1+ 1. 
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